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Task Description:

Musculoskeletal activity has the potential to both improve and compromise decompression safety, depending on the
intensity, sequence, and level of tissue supersaturation. Exercise enhances inert gas elimination during oxygen breathing
prior to decompression, but it may also promote bubble nuclei formation, which can lead to gas phase separation and
growth resulting in increased decompression sickness (DCS) risk. The timing, sequence, and intensity of
musculoskeletal activity may be critical to the net effect, but there are limited data available. This study will help
determine the cost/benefit relationship of exercise, describe underlying mechanisms of nucleation in exercise prebreathe
protocols, and quantify variable risk in gravity and microgravity environments when musculoskeletal effort can differ
substantially. Data gathered during prebreathe reduction program (PRP) studies combined multiple variables (prebreathe
exercise and microgravity simulation) to produce a procedure now used by astronauts preparing for extravehicular
activity (the PRP Phase II protocol). The PRP results will serve as control data for this NASA/Duke multi-center study to
investigate the influence of individual variables (exercise and ambulation) on bubble formation and the subsequent risk
of decompression sickness. 
METHODS: Four separate experiments would replicate the PRP Phase II protocol, each with a different exception. A
minimum of 25 and a maximum of 50 subjects would be tested. A Fisher’s exact test would be used to compare the
results of the test and control groups. Each experiment will be stopped when pre-defined accept/reject criteria are met.
Experiment I – Subjects would be ambulatory during both preflight and at altitude instead of non-ambulatory
throughout. Experiment 2 - Subjects would remain non-ambulatory during the preflight period and ambulatory at
altitude. Experiment 2 would use the same statistical design, as experiment I. Experiment 3 – Subjects would be
ambulatory during the preflight period and non-ambulatory at altitude. Experiment 4 - The order of heavy and light
exercise would be reversed, with the light exercise occurring first. For experiment 4, all subjects will be nonambulatory
during the pre extravehicular activity (EVA) and simulated EVA phases to match the phase II control group. Blood
collection - Venous blood will be collected via needlestick at three points to investigate whether the concentration of
microparticles is associated with the presence of venous gas emboli (VGE) or DCS. 

EXPECTED RESULTS. It is anticipated these experiments will show that for exercise prebreathe protocols,
decompression stress is related to musculoskeletal nucleation, and that nucleation can be controlled to reduce
decompression stress. Specifically, ambulation during the altitude exposure results in increased decompression stress,
but that ambulation prior to altitude exposure does not. Additionally, the results will show that reversing the order of
light and heavy exercise will result in higher decompression stress, suggesting that light exercise facilitates the removal
of heavy exercise induced nucleation. These results will demonstrate that the degree, sequence, and level of
supersaturation under which musculoskeletal activity is performed are important in controlling nuclei generation and
subsequent decompression stress. Finally, there will be a correlation in the microparticle concentration observed prior
to the decompression and the occurrence of decompression stress during the simulated EVA. 

  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:
This research is directed because it contains highly constrained research, which requires focused and constrained data
gathering and analysis that is more appropriately obtained through a non-competitive proposal. 
  

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:   

Task Progress: New project for FY2013. 
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